march 2018
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 12th April.

Grand Photo Competition

This month’s winner is a lovely arty-farty one. It looks like it could be at Porth Kidney
beach, though why anyone would want to land on the beach there I don’t know. Taken by
Phippsy, this will go into next year’s KHPA calendar.
Can you beat Graham’s contribution for subject matter, composition, lighting, execution?
Then get snapping and send your photos to Daisy before Thursday 12th.

March meeting goings on
By Chairman Graham
The March meeting saw us in a new venue,
well, the new room downstairs as there was
a Snooker match upstairs. This could well
become our permanent spot complete with
television and easier access to the bar so
next month if we are not upstairs this is
where we will be (main bar down the end on
the left).

started off in fine style came a very close
second by one point to The Hi Flyers who
pulled it together at the end. Rose and Two
Thorns came in third, again one point behind
and The Others followed suit again one point

The elevated table and high chairs gave an
excellent viewing platform for the Photo'
comp entries and should we return we can
use the television so saving Graham M lugging his kit in every time.
Formal business was processed as usual, as
can be seen in the minutes, before a good
twenty minutes of social chat got going before the monthly matter took place. It's always good to see members chatting and
with conversations varying from flying
through to the smell of India and do you
need a 4x4 in Iceland it's a great time to
catch up with what people are up to.
The podium places from the Frostbite comp'
were awarded prizes with Adie standing in
for Phil as he was the nearest lookalike.

Hi Flyers Jake, Miles and Graham

astray in fourth.
Whilst the Hi Flyers enjoyed their spoils,
everyone else (especially Al) tucked into Phil
L's Frostbite winner’s prize, kindly shared
out by Adie :), thanks Phil.
In fact there was plenty to go round and we
had to stay after the meeting closed to help
out, guess there is a lesson there somewhere.

Frostbite winners: Kaz (2nd), Phil’s
doppelganger Adie (1st), Gary (3rd)
Peachy took on the role of compere as he
presented the monthly matter “a flying quiz”
and the members split into four teams. With
questions varying from the wingspan of the
Spruce Goose to the four forces of flight
there was something for everyone. When
the scores were totalled up The Old Gits who

Thanks Phil!

Perranporth Airfield – update
By Graham Phipps
Following a get together at Perranporth airfield one windy afternoon with Tim J, myself
and Dave Beckinsale the CFI, it is a good
time to update on the current situation regarding the airfield, its operations and airspace around it.
Whilst, as many of you may be aware, the
airfield does not currently have an Aerodrome Traffic Zone (ATZ), it is still active
with a fair amount of civilian traffic taking
off and landing there. There are two active
Flying schools covering light aircraft and microlights along with the Cornwall Parachute
club who both fly out and drop in to the airfield.

Another factor to consider is the approach
that aircraft make when coming into land
when the wind is from the west (when we
fly Chapel Porth) their track is at approximately 90 degrees to our XC track and likely
height on approach could well be similar to a
glider climbing out slowly or in light lift as
they leave the hill. To help minimize risk,
plainly a good lookout needs to be kept but
just as importantly, if the airfield is notified
of that likelihood they can make pilots (and
instructors) aware of that possibility.
The long standing “local agreement” with
the airfield that we limit our flying from St

We have agreed not to fly beyond the large rock

Other activities also take place on the site
including driving school, land yachting,
model car racing, weddings, drag racing,
drifting, model aircraft to name a few, some
of which will attract large crowds …
Facilities include a regularly open cafe, toilets and good hangerage where are stored
some interesting aircraft.
So how does all this affect us? Well firstly,
despite not having an ATZ there is a permanent Parachute drop zone which extends
up to 15000', so a little tricky to fly over
and lies pretty much on our preferred XC
route from Chapel Porth. However, parachuting does not take place all the time and
by contacting the Cornish Parachute Club

Parachute drop zone for Perranporth

you can find out if they are active or not; if
not active you can fly through. Without this
knowledge, should you fly through, you are
not only endangering your safety but that of
others as well as breaking airlaw and most
importantly your flights will not count in the
Kernow XC comp'! The Parachute Club may
be operating when the airfield tower is unmanned so the fact that you get no response from the airfield does not mean they
are not carrying out Parachuting.

Agnes as far as up to the large rock in the
“cut out” just before Trevaunance Cove (St
Agnes) still allows us into the drop zone.
This is also the case for Perranporth so long
as we stay on the dunes side of the beach.
The beach itself is also a registered landing
area for parachutists and occasionally used
as such. But for XC flights prior communication is still required.
Despite there being no legal requirement for
pilots to contact the airfield before flying
Chapel Porth, St Agnes or Perranporth
(unless they wish to fly through the Parachute drop zone) it is in all our interests to
do so. The staff are always friendly and receptive to being informed and we get the
added advantage of them passing on the
information to not only “their” pilots but also
to air traffic passing by that contact them so
it's a win, win. If there is no answer leave a
message on the answerphone. See and note
down the numbers on the next page.
On a more sociable note why not pay them
a visit if it's blown out at St Agnes, Perranporth or Chapel and say hello, make use of
the cafe and maybe see if you can get a
view from the tower, it's an interesting
place. Our relationship has always been a
good one and for the sake of a little communication hopefully it will long remain so.

Contact numbers
Perranporth Airfield: 01872 552856 (café) or 01872 552266 (flying club) try both numbers.
http://www.perranporthairfield.com/index.html
Cornish Parachute Club: 07790 439653 to be used if no information from the Airfield.
http://www.cornishparachuteclub.co.uk/contact.html
Phone them before flying!

KHPA XC league
Oh dear! After the flurry of XCs at the beginning of the year, suddenly nothing has happened!
OK, the weather may have had something to do with it, but on the other hand Pete Hard-AsNails Coad once nearly landed in Argal reservoir, mistaking its frozen and snow covered surface for a flat field after flying in the snow from St Agnes! So what’s your excuse?!
Let’s hope I’ll have some scores to add now Spring is here. Keep your eyes on the forecast.

League tables to 23-03-18
Paragliding

1

Hang gliding

Name

Jake Quintrell

Name

Total
7.5

XC flights this month

Total
121.4

1

Graham Phipps

2

Wyn Davies

7.2

3

Tim Jones

6.6

A message from webmaster Frank
I have updated the KHPA membership
page. It now shows the club's bank account
number and sort code for those that would
like to use BACS to pay their membership
subscriptions. If you do use this facility,
please remember to add a reference so the
membership secretary can link the payment
to the payee.

I would like to ask all members and non
members to try and keep all of their contact details up to date by simply sending
me an email containing the changes. I'm
sure the membership/mailing list still has a
fair number of dud phone numbers and
postal addresses, but hopefully these will
largely be ground down over time; like before I'm dead {:-))
Frank H.
Webmaster.

KHPA on tour to The Malverns
24-02-2018
Early start, 06.00am, we leave Illogan and
we’re off: Wyn Davies, Tim Jones and Graham Phipps. We leave Cornwall under a
dark blanket of clouds and head for the
blue skies of the Malverns. Excited chatter
makes the miles go faster and we make
good time. After a single stop for coffee we
are on the hill ready for launch before 12
noon.
WOW what a great top to bottom if nothing
else, it seemed, but when we saw where
the landing field is it looked like 3 km in
front of the hill!

Tim
next…
and
from my view he
had the same good
launch that Phippsy
had. So we’re three
in the air now and
the climb begins.
Once we’re up near
the inversion, Tim
takes the lead and
takes the thermal
and checks out on
leaving the ridge.
A short time on
again and the three
of us are leaving
together at around
2500 ft but I pulled
out from XC. The thick inversion and not
being super high were enough to put me
off.
They landed an hour later and 12km down
the road while I stayed on the ridge
scratching my head, wondering how was I
going to reach the LZ?! Eventually I managed to track along the ridge and had a
fast, easy glide to the field. We couldn’t use
the usual Three Counties Showground landing field as it was in use for a tractor rally
but a nice field close by was just as good.

Yes the LZ’s right up there in all the haze!

There we met up with Nick Collins and
some other nice pilots that really made us
welcome.
Phippsy was first off and it looked windy
enough, but he was away. Next me... Hard
to keep the wing settled and level but after
a good few minutes I shout RELEASE. All
looked ok… then I hit turbulence for the
next 4 minutes at least! I was even looking
at where I could land as it was so rough
and I was losing more height with each
bump. Check out my video at: https://
youtu.be/jZF4-ARCNB0

What a great place to fly! Plus, I had a retrieve from a lovely lady straight back to
the car. Massive thank you!
Checking in with the guys I found that they
were already in the pub and waiting for me
to retrieve them, but we had a meal first so
all good.
The three amigos get rigging

We were home by 11pm after a fantastic
day’s flying and will do it again ASAP so
long as the weather plays ball.
Wyn D

Corn Ridge Road Trip and XC
Saturday, 24th March

By Mark Ashton Smith

with when slope landing!
We picked our way through the boggy bits
Mark takes to a peachy sky

There was lots of chatter on FB feeds looking
at Sunday as a good XC day. Something was
in the air! Pea Peacock posted from South
Devon on Telegram: “Tomorrow looking
pretty good, will be aiming for Sourton
round midday”.
I'm not good at early starts and the clock
was going forward that night meaning an
early start, but I thought it would be a real
pity to miss the opportunity given how crappy the weather's been.
RASP was looking good. 3 stars. Cloudbase

3500-4000 ft, light winds.
I posted on FB about the idea of going to
Dartmoor and PM'd Nigel Waller. He's keen
for up-country cross-country trips, and we
agreed to check on conditions in the morning.
I dreamt about seeing a gaggle of pilots at
cloud base that night and woke up early
feeling good to go. Telegram messages on
the South Devon group were all positive that
morning, brushing away doubts about the
moors being too wet and boggy, so off we
went.
I saw about 4 or 5 birds thermalling
nicely at different points on the drive
up and as we neared Dartmoor, the
clouds were looking really good over
the moors. So far so good! We took
the A386 Tavistock road and turned
off to the Prewley water treatment
works where around 11am we met up
with Mark Nicol, Tim Pilling, Graham
Gilbert and Colin Jones from the
South Devon club. All seasoned XC
hounds with excellent local knowledge
to share, and very friendly. We definitely
made the right decision coming up here we
were thinking. And more pilots were on their
way.
The wind was more northerly so it was going
to be a Corn Ridge day – a north facing bowl
that takes a NW to NE. This is a more friendly site than Sourton, easier to soar in light
winds, with less granite boulders to contend

following Colin and Graham, keeping our
socks dry all the way up to the stream
where a couple of pilots were already in the
air over the bowl which had us almost running up the last stretch to take off!
We got a site briefing from Mark and it wasn't long before there were a dozen or so pilots in the air, working gentle spring thermals while a cycle came through and slope
landing when it dropped off. This takes some
getting used to, having spent the last year
mostly flying in ridge lift, as not only does
the lift suddenly vanish but you may be in
quite strong sink as you come into land. And
there may be other pilots around making it a
bit scrappy when there's not much lift. I had
a hard downwind landing early on, getting
caught out by having no option to turn back
away from the hill.

Mark, Nigel and sky god Richard climb together

It was picking up slowly, with the clouds
looking better all the time. We were in the
company of some very good pilots including
Richard Osborne on his Enzo. All Rich's
flights were around 200 points in last year's
XC League, and he is currently at the top of
the league with some 100km flights under
his belt already. (He's incidentally also an
expert on sea thermals. I've been quizzing
him about them on Telegram – lol.) These
guys seem to drive around the whole of the
UK looking for the best sites for the day, and
today he was at Corn, so that was a good
sign.

It wasn't long before me and Nigel had
climbed up to around 2500 ft in good thermals, drifting slowly over the back. It was
now all a case of judging whether to keep
pushing forward over the bowl to connect
with something even better or go with what
we had. We decided to push into wind
again, and I followed Graham Gilbert on his
sweet looking Cayenne to the left, while Nigel took a line to the right. We were the
lucky ones on that occasion because we
connected with a steady 2-up that took us
to base, under a very extensive dark grey
cloud where we joined Rich, Mark, Tim and
Caedmon Mullin on his sharp-looking Omega X-Alps.
My camera cut out at this point. And other
than my vario, I had no flight instruments
working due to taking off and landing so
many times earlier. Mmm. I was wary of
heading to the middle of the cloud following
one pilot I saw climbing into the murky
grey, so headed to the side. Directly under
the cloud the lift was awesome, and you
could cruise around over a big area with
strong, smooth lift. At one point I found
myself in a gaggle of guys flying in and out
of the cloud – lift screaming then going silent with each broad turn - riding up the
side of it with everyone shouting to each
other. Wooohooo.
Then pilots scattered. I was going up into
the grey below Rich on his hungry looking
racing machine above, soon losing all visibility without a compass bearing, well
above 4000 ft. I was straining to see any
other pilot through any gaps to get a sense
of heading. I could see the outline of the
sun through the top so it wasn't going to be
a 'cloud suck' story, but was worried about
ending up flying in the wrong direction.
Then I spotted the Enzo appear in a gap
and snatching at the opportunity, followed
as it went racing off on glide – breaking out
into the most spectacular view of much of
Dartmoor below, and the coast ahead.

Beautiful Dartmoor

We were now deep into the moors. I was
on half bar and then three-quarters bar trying to keep up pushing through scrappy bits

of lift, but the Enzo sped off and maintained
height better. He joined Caedmon and Graham working the weak lift around a tor
near Princeton about 1km ahead. By the
time I finally got there, it was overcast and
Graham had unfortunately sunk out and
landed on the top. Caedmon was just a
hundred foot or so above me (I heard him
chuckle) as we were both circling in weak
lift now. I was trying hard to follow his lines
while Graham said something encouraging
on the radio from below. But while I slowly
bombed out Caedmon slowly climbed out.
He ended up a few kms further on in a pub
in Merrivale with Tim and Mark who had
passed over the tor a little earlier. After
that tor, it's down-sloping terrain to the
main roads, so me and Graham had done
OK given the conditions. But I was saying
to Nigel on the drive up that the real skill
came through in low saves, so I proved to
myself I needed better skills right there!

While I was on glide to the tor, Rich Osborne had pressed on, really low I thought,
but he kept seeming to connect with bits of
lift, core up a bit then push on – very efficient flying and not at all 'conservative' in
the sense of trying to get maximum altitude
each time. A good tactic for the weak conditions no doubt. He ended up making it to
South Brent on the southern edge of Dartmoor for the longest flight of the day. Lovely flying, and something to learn from.
Me and Graham made 16km. Not a big distance but a hell of a lot of fun coming from
Cornwall where almost all the flying was
coastal last year.
I slogged my way to the road through the
boggy moor from the tor, following Graham's breakneck pace. He's had a career in
the Forces and was super fit. Tough work,
but good to chat along the way, sharing flying stories with an experienced local pilot.
He lives in Plymouth and has flown several
times to the coast, and was saying that the
stretch over the estuary is really something. We walked past bleak Dartmoor prison.

Graham had once flown over the exercise
yard and climbed out from there, and was
wondering how the inmates may have
felt :D
Half an hour after packing our wings we
ended up having a pint of 'Jail Ale' in the
Plume of Feathers in Princetown, where we
were joined by Nigel, Colin and a couple of
his friends, as well as a hang glider (and
now paragliding) pilot who had once flown
from King Tor to St Buryan near Land’s End
– over 140km! Woah. Everyone was in good
spirits after a great day's flying in the moors
on a beautiful Spring day.
Me and Nigel are dead keen to get another
chance in Dartmoor on a booming day. Conditions were smooth and Corn Ridge is a

good place to ridge soar and feel comfortable slope landing when cycles drop off
(depending on how many people are flying
at the time!) There are a lot of experienced
pilots around who mark out the lift if conditions are decent. South Devon pilots are a
very friendly group in my experience - with
guys like Mark Nicol and Tim Pilling happy to
give coaching tips as well as site briefings.
The drive was a little over an hour for us –
well worth it. At the worst, on a day that
ends up blown out or too stable, Dartmoor
is a spectacular place to be, and the long
walks up to take-off, chatting with local pilots, is something you can enjoy in any
case.

Notices
BP Cup

A note from BPCup treasurer Viv Fouracre:
This paragliding competition is an entry level comp similar to the Lakes Charity Classic
and Gin Wide Open and is aimed at those who are Pilot rated, enjoy XC flying and stress
free competitions, though no competition experience is necessary.
There are three rounds this year; two in the UK and one in Krushevo, Macedonia.
Full details are on the website www.bpcup.co.uk or find them on Facebook-BPCup British Para-

gliding Cup. Entries are now open.

Any aspiring film stars?
An e mail from Blake Evans at blake@shinyeye.co.uk
Hi.
I’m putting together action shots right now for a new reel.
Would anyone be interested in allowing us to film some flying?
I’m based in Hayle and see you chaps flying along the Hayle dunes and Perranporth.
This was a recent surf film I did.
So you get an idea of the kind of thing:
https://youtu.be/4AsoXT44xKg

And finally: Anyone fancy Albania?

Aeroclub Albania would like to invite you for a paragliding trip around Albania. Depending
on your style and experience you will be able to choose from any of the 20+ takeoffs, situated 2-3 hours’ drive from each other.
We will take care of every aspect of your trip from the moment you land in Albania until
your departure. That includes transportation and accommodation as well as an experienced
APPI Instructor guidance.
Albania is a land of endless possibilities... With 325 sunny days during the year, it's quite
unlikely not to be lucky with the weather, but in case it happens, we can always have an
exciting 4x4 trip into the wild, visit some of countless archeological sites or just relax and
taste some of the fresh local produce.
We offer tailor made solutions and discounts for schools, non-flyers and large groups, so if
you are interested, please contact us for more information, dates and quotes.
Thank you for your time and happy flights!!!
email:info@aeroclubalbania.com
tel: +355 69 207 5277

